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Navy SEAL to speak at Commencement 
BY CAITIN MOFFITT 
staff writer 
The speaker for the Spring 
2012 Commencement Ceremony 
was announced in Wednesday's 
Faculty Senate meeting in the 
Merrill-Cazier Library. 
Doug Jackson-Smith, senate 
representative for the College of 
Humanlties and Social Sciences, 
announced who the commence-
ment speaker would be. 
"Our commencement speaker 
is Eric Greitens. He came to us 
through a recommendation by 
one of our trustees," Jackson-
Smith said. "He's a Truman 
Scholar, a Navy SEAL, a Purple 
Heart - all the awards you 
could possibly have in mind." 
ed as a Rhodes and Truman 
Scholar, and he attended the 
University of Oxford. 
Greitens studies and teaches 
public service at the Truman 
School of Public Affairs at 
the University of Missouri 
and in the MBA Program at 
the Olin School of Business 
at Washington University, his 
website states. 
"Eric donated his combat 
pay to found The Mission 
Continues," Greitens' website 
states. "A nonprofit organiza-
tion, The Mission Continues 
works with wounded and 
disabled veterans to build new 
lives as citizen leaders here at 
home." 
"He's the kind of boy, some-
one said, your grandparents 
wanted your mother to marry," 
ERIC GRIETENS 
Jackson-Smith said. "He's the 
whole package. And he's so 
young." 
At the beginning of the 
senate meeting, President Stan 
Albrecht addressed another 
upcoming round of tuition 
hikes. 
"The question is: Is tuition 
going up? And the obvious 
answer is yes," Albrecht 
said. "First of all, comparing 
ourselves to peer institutions 
and Western universities, even 
with the increases, we still 
remain second lowest. The only 
one lower is the University of 
Wyoming." 
Out-of-state tuition at USU 
is also second lowest when 
compared to peer institutions, 
Albrecht said. Even with the 
increases, out of state tuition 
will remain near the bottom. 
Albrecht said other states 
experiencing tuition increases 
included California, Arizona 
and Washington, citing the 
~ See ALBRECHT, Page 3 
According to his website, 
Greitens was a Duke Scholar at 
Duke University, he was select-




BY ARIANNA REES 
staff writer 
From now until the end of the 
semester, non-traditional stu-
dents in need of resources and 
help getting around campus can 
receive both at the USU Access 
and Diversity Center's new Rapid 
Learning Drop-In program. 
The program was initiated 
two weeks ago by Access and 
Diversity Center and Academic 
Resource Center personnel, and 
it is directed by mentors and 
teai::hers in an effort to make 
the college experience easier for 
non-traditional students in a way 
that best fits their schedules, 
said Rachel Brighton, non-
traditional student coordinator. 
"These students just don't 
have a lot of time," Brighton 
-said. "They need something 
where they can just come and 
drop in, so the idea of this was, 
'Well, what if we had a section 
of time where they could just 
drop in, have something to eat, 
get something real quick in 15 
minutes and then go out?"' 
Allan Jensen, president of 
the Non-Traditional Student 
Association, said, "They're 
worthwhile - real short. It's not 
something you have to plan your 
whole day around. You just stop 
in on your way to someplace else 
and go on your way." 
Between 11:30 a.m. and 1:00 
CHILDREN OF USU STUDENTS PLAY while their parents utilize the Rapid Learning Drop-In program in the 
Access and Diversity Lounge, TSC Room 313. The Academic Resource Center sponsors the program in conjunction 
with the Access and Diversity Center to help non-traditional students succeed at USU. KELSIE MASON photo 
p.m., and alternating between 
Wednesday and Thursday, 
Brighton said students can stop 
by the Access and Diversity 
Lounge in Taggart Student 
Center Room 313 for a 15-minute 
session. There is a variety of top-
ics that are taught by resource 
leaders at USU, she said. 
Students had the opportunity 
last Thursday to learn about 
Aggie Care, a program offering 
child care referrals, scholastic 
book orders, toy rentals and 
other services to students sup-
porting a family. Sessions held 
April 4 will feature math help for 
students who struggle with the 
subject, and subsequent sessions 
will prep students for finals and 
effective studying. 
Brighton said the format is 
interactive, providing students 
a forum to discuss worries, 
thoughts or ideas with mentors 
as well as others experiencing 
similar circumstances. 
"I think that when you get to 
build relationships, even if it's 
just a few minutes each week 
with other folks in your same 
circumstances, it makes things 
not feel so lonely," Brighton said. 
Debi Jensen, faculty adviser 
►) See NEW, Page 3 
ASUSU funds Spirit Squad, information booth 
BY ROUCHELLE BROCKMAN 
news senior writer 
The ASUSU Executive Council 
tentatively allocated $6,958 to 
the Spirit Squad and $5,000 for 
information booth renovations at 
its meeting Tuesday. 
Both allocations came from the 
Capital and Support Fund. This 
fund accumulates money not spent 
during the previous fiscal year. The 
funds will not be allocated from 
this year's student fees. 
The funds for the Spirit Squad, 
which comprises Big Blue and 
the co-ed cheerleading team, the 
Aggiettes, will go toward the pur-
chase of two new uniforms and five 
new flags for the squad. The cur-
rent Spirit Squad wardrobe consists 
of six performance uniforms. 
"Because they are very active 
in their uniforms, (the uniforms) 
-THE SPIRIT SQUAD WILL RECEIVE NEW UNIFORMS fromASUSU's Capital and Support Fund.The 
squad is required to have new uniforms for televised performances to comply with a Nike branding and logo 
agreement. File photo 
obviously get pretty sweaty," said 
Erik Mikkelsen, ASUSU president. 
"It takes time to get them dry 
cleaned, so it's important they have. 
multiple uniforms." 
Due to a new branding and logo 
agreement with Nike, the squad 
will be required to wear new uni 
forms and display new flags with 
the latest logo at all televised eve 
These events include all men's 
varsity games and all women's 
conference games and matches, 
said Linda Zimmerman, executi 
director of the Student Involvemen 
and Leadership Office. The squad 
will be able to wear their current 
uniforms to community events an 
other non televised events. More 
information about the new logo · 
be released later this month, said 
Ryan Baylis, ASUSU Athletics vice 
president. 
The Spirit Squad does a good 
deal of fundraising through cheer 
clinics for youths in Cache Valley 
and through local businesses, 
Zimmerman said. She said the 
squad has raised more than $10,000 
this year for its various expendi-
tures, and it will purchase one new 
set of uniforms with money frol'l! 
its budget. 
"The squad basically has to 
start from scratch with uniforms," 
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Project examines exploitation in advertising 
BY LIS STEWART 
staff writer 
What is the correlation 
between a woman and an 
uncooked turkey? There 
shouldn't be one, according to 
Missy Lambert, a doctoral stu-
dent who gave a presentation on 
sexual and animal oppression, 
entitled "Sexy Chickens," during 
a Tuesday afternoon Perspectives 
club meeting. 
Oppression in society should 
not be looked at in piecemeal 
fashion but as a whole system, 
Lambert said. 
"It's a system where some 
people benefit from types of 
oppressions," Lambert said. "We 
need to look at the system itself 
and fight its roots." 
Lambert used "Sexy 
Chickens" to explain her view. 
Advertisers often use the female 
body or allude to it when trying 
to sell meat, and this pushes 
a societal agenda that women 
are weak and less than human, 
Lambert said. 
Showing a collection of 
advertisements with chickens, 
cows and other animals in 
seductive feminine poses to the 
classroom of about 40 people, 
Lambert led discussions about 
how the food industry uses 
female-body stereotypes to sell 
meat. 
She referred to Skinny Cow, 
which' advertises low-calorie 
MEMBERS OF THE PERSPECTIVES CLUB meet weekly to discuss the way women are por-
trayed in society and other issues related to gender roles. In the club's meeting on Tuesday. doctoral 
student Missy Lambert presented research on the connection between the ways women and animals are 
portrayed in advertisements. Photo courtesy of Meg Pehrson 
products. She said Skinny Cow's 
logo depicts a cow with a femi-
nine body type reclining with a 
measuring tape wrapped around 
its waist. 
"The image of the cow is 
being feminized and sexualized," 
Lambert said. 
A man in the audience said, 
"It seems like the cow singles out 
a fat reference, too." 
This type of advertising 
objectifies women, Lambert said. 
"Advertisers are trying to sell 
us a patriarchal world view in 
which all of us need their prod-
uct in order to meet an ideal," 
she said. 
Showing advertisements 
with animals eating pieces of 
one another at the same table, 
Lambert said the animals are 
also being objectified. Animals 
are portrayed as either seducing 
the viewer of the advertisement, 
or they are stupid and deserve 
what they get, she said. 
"I think advertisers are 
selling a worldview in which 
animals are willing participants 
in their own slaughter," she said. 
Throughout the discussion, 
which ranged from ways the 
food industry uses to oppress 
women and animals, members 
of the Perspectives club and visi-
tors analyzed the issue. Lambert, 
who has presented "Sexy 
Chickens" to various groups in 
the Salt Lake City area through-
out the past year and a half, said 
this is the biggest group she's 
presented to so far. 
"So far everyone has been 
nice;' she said of audience reac-
tions to the presentation. "I keep 
waiting for someone to be like, 
'You're the worst."' 
After reading "The Sexual 
Politics of Meat," by Carol 
J. Adams, Lambert said she 
became interested in the subject 
and began collecting images in 
which meat is advertised in a 
sexual manner. 
She said the presentation 
evolved out of her research and is 
still growing as people send her 
more images after attending her 
presentation. 
Lambert said she hopes "Sexy 
Chickens" will get people to start 
asking questions about their 
animal products and where they 
shop. 
Megan Pehrson, a junior 
studying anthropology, attended 
the presentation as a member 
of Perspectives and said change 
can be brought about by pre-
sentations like this but it comes 
slowly. 
"I would say that things 
like this plant a seed that later 
may grow," Pehrson said. "It 
gives someone that idea, that 
worldview. And when someone 
has that different worldview, it 
can expand their mind." 
Club meetings like this help 
others to see the beyond stereo-
types, and it's OK if people get 
mad, said Rachael Steineckert, 
Perspectives club president. 
"I think it's a good reaction 
when people start to get mad, 
and you can hear them go 'Uh,' 
or 'Mmhmm,"' Steineckert said. 
Perspectives was founded 
last fall under USU's Center for 
Women and Gender, Steineckert 
said, adding that member 
participation has improved this 
semester - the club has 10-12 
regularly attending members, 
including a couple of men. 
"The men offer a different 
perspective," Steineckert said. 
"Those who show up are very 
open minded and concerned 
about these issues." 
Steineckert said the main 
goal of Perspectives is to create 
a non-judgemental, supportive 
atmosphere for people to discuss 
issues like feminism openly. The 
club has also sponsored movie 
nights as well as discussions. 
Recently the club's Mustache 
Campaign featured pictures 
of women wearing mustaches 
around campus to create aware-
ness about gender inequality, 
Pehrson said. 
"I think a lot of women and 
men are in this kind of dream 
where we have equality here 
in the U.S., which isn't entirely 
true," Pehrson said. "Women are 
still paid less. Obviously, you can 
see that in our media. Women 
are objectified or represented as 
passive or not strong, and not a 
lot of women see that because 
(advertisers) make it seem 
normal." 
- la.stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu 
•}From Page 1 
ASUSU information campaign to revamp booth in TSC; install TVs in bathrooms 
she said. "It will probably be "This is part of a multi- These emails will advertise come from this year's student responsibilities are delegated to Graduate Studies senator in 
another three or four years pronged publicity stunt," various clubs and organizations fees. the other graduate directors." the Academic Senate, and all 
until they are up to their usual Mikkelsen said. "We want to on campus. In other business, the The changes in the charter graduate and undergraduate 
number." install monitors in the bath- ASUSU officers have already council approved changes to came in response to the students within a college will 
The council also allotted rooms - we're calling them provided half of $10,000 the ASUSU Graduate Studies Executive Council's decision be represented by a single 
$5,000 for renovations to the 'toilet talk' - that will also needed for the information Senator Charter. These changes to dissolve the the Graduate senator. 
ASUSU information booth. advertise events and organiza- booth project, and the Capital are mainly grammatical, said Student Senate earlier this A final vote on these fund-
The booth - located on tions on campus." and Support Fund will pay for Cami Jones, Graduate Senate semester, she said. Currently, ing allocations and charter 
the first floor of the Taggart As part of this publicity the rest. The public relations vice president. undergraduate and graduate changes will take place at the 
Student Center - will be plan, ASUSU will be sending office supplied $2,500; the Under the former charter, students each have their own council's meeting April 10. 
installed this summer with out weekly emails to all new ASUSU president, $2,000; and "the Graduate Studies Senator senates . 
four monitors that will adver- freshman, transfer students, the Administrative Assistant, was supposed to sit on over a Beginning next year, the 
tise various on-campus events, and any other student who $500. This money comes from dozen committees:' she said. School of Graduate Studies - rouchelle.brockmari@aggi-
activities and groups. signs up for the notifications. the officers' budgets, which "Under the new charter, the will be represented by a 
email. usu.edu 
Litter on the catwalk 
THE RE:MIX FASHION SHOW FEATURED DRESSES MADE from recyclable materials to raise awareness of hunger and sustainabil-
ity Monday. Students from the dress and humanity class designed and modeled the dresses. Attendees were encouraged to bring cans of food to 




• s-.ie Student Apartments 
• Across the Street from Campus 
• Pally Furnished 
• Private Bedrooms and Bathrooms 
• Desk, Bed, Bookshelves in Bedrooms 
• Large Oosets- Vacuum 
• Living Room with TY, DVD, and VCR 
• Modem Pally~ Kiti,•sr 
• Digital Cable ~~u · 
• Washer and Dryer in each 
• Central Heating md Air CoadltiObing 
• Wireless Internet Service 
• Private Parking-No Hassles 
Fire Places 
www.cbsapartments.com 
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USU recognizes life-sustaining research 
BY ROUCHELLE BROCKMAN 
news senior writer 
When most people think of a 
food chain, they think of plants, 
animals eating those plants 
and predators devouring those 
animals. However, USU research-
ers are making groundbreaking 
discoveries that may affect the 
global food chain at the elemental 
level. 
Professor of chemistry and 
biochemistry Lance Seefeldt, 
along with other researchers from 
USU and around the country, 
has unlocked several myster-
ies surrounding how bacterial 
enzymes - known as nitroge-
nases - transform nitrogen into 
compounds essential for plants 
and animals to survive. 
"All life needs nitrogen," 
Seefeldt said. "It's part of our 
DNA, RNA and amino acids." 
Nitrogen makes up 80 percent 
of the air we breathe, but it is not 
in a form animals and plants.can 
directly use, Seefeldt said. Two 
methods exist to convert nitrogen 
into ammonia, which can be 
absorbed by plants and then 
transferred to the animals that eat 
them, he said. 
One of these methods is 
biological, he said, and uses 
nitrogenases. The other method 
is artificial and requires immense 
amounts of heat and pressure. 
This process, known as the 
Haber-Bosch process, currently 
uses two percent of the world's 
oil, Seefeldt said. 
The world relies on both forms 
of nitrogen conversion for crop 
fertilizers, he said. However, 
he added that he would like his 
research to someday be used to 
develop more efficient and effec-
tive fertilizers. 
"It's quite the irony," he said. 
"We're swimming in nitrogen, but 
it's difficult to get our hands on 
it." 
Seefeldt - who recently 
received the D. Wynne Thorne 
Career Research Award, USU's 
highest research honor - has 
been leading a team of research-
ers from USU, Virginia Tech, 
Northwestern University and 
University of Minnesota for the 
past 18 years in an effort to dis-
cover the mechanisms by which 
nitrogenases convert nitrogen into 
ammonia. 
Brett Barney, former USU 
student and current professor 
at the University of Minnesota, 
compared the team's experiments 
to capturing a single frame of a 
movie. 
"You have to capture each 
RESEARCHER LANCE SEEFELDT ACCEPTS the D.WynneThorne 
Career Research Award at a gala Monday. Seefeldt was acknowledged for research 
contributions that help scientists understand the process by which plants convert 
nitrogen to a form animals can use. KIMBERLY SHORTS photo 
step of the process in the act and 
freeze the frame, so you can actu-
ally examine it and understand 
what it does," he said. 
This process was accomplished 
in part by flash freezing nitro-
genases in various phases of 
nitrogen conversion, Seefeldt said. 
He said his team has discov-
ered three of the steps of nitrogen 
conversion in nitrogenases, but 
there are other mechanisms yet to 
be explored. 
"Hopefully, based on our 
research, scientists can develop 
simple and efficient catalysts 
for nitrogen fixation for modern 
industry and agriculture," said 
Zhiyong Yang, one of the project's 
researchers and doctoral student 
in Seefeldt's lab. "From there 
plants will have enough food to 
produce food for humans and 
the other (living things) on this 
planet." 
The team published its latest 
findings in the March 27 issue 
of Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences. 
Seefeldt said this project has 
cost about $4 million over the 
past 18 years and has received 
funding from the National 
Institutes of Health and the 
National Science Foundation. In 
that time, his team has published 
80 articles and other publications 
regarding their research, he said. 
- rouchelle.brockman@aggiemail. 
usu.edu 
•>From Page 1 
New program offers instruction on caring for self and family 
for the Non-Traditional 
Student Association and 
learning specialist at the 
Academic Resource Center, 
helped plan the drop-in 
program with Brighton. 
Jensen said she was a non-
traditional student at USU 
years ago and understands 
the need for resources that 
students have. 
Jensen said many stu-
dents don't have the com-
puter skills or the know-
how to study well and find 
help at their university. The 
drop-in sessions, she said, 
can help remedy that in 
shorter time and be more 
effective than the periodic 
university-hosted lunch-
time programs, known as 
brown bags. 
"We realized that 
non-traditional students 
have so much on their 
plate,;, Jensen said. "I had 
been involved with brown 
bags when the Access 
way around campus, she 
added. 
Rachel Cox is the social 
work intern for the Access 
and Diversity Center and 
said she'll work as a drop-
in mentor. She will present 
self-care tips at a session 
later in the semester. 
"The information that 
I'm going to use is informa-
tion that I've learned in my 
social work classes," Cox 
said. "We learn a lot about 
taking care of ourselves 
... social work has a very 
high rate of burnout. And 
so if you don't take care 
of yourself, things can get 
pretty bad." 
Cox said self-care is cru-
cial, especially for students 
who support families. 
Brighton said the 
Access and Diversity 
Center has done many 
things to re-energize the 
Non-Traditional Student 
Association as well as pro-
vide resources for students. 
to students. She said she 
hopes students take advan-
tage of the program and the 
resources it has to offer. 
"If we can touch even 
just a few students," 
Brighton said, "and help 
them understand that we're 
here for them, we want to 
do whatever we can to sup-
port them ... that would be 
a success for me." 
Jensen said the program 
is primarily geared toward 
non-traditional students, 
but anyone who has a need 
not being addressed by the 
university is welcome to 
participate. She said all stu-
dents who are not straight 
out of high school are 
considered non-traditional, 
and USU has resources 
available to them. 
Brighton said students 
with young children can 
bring them to the sessions, 
as there is space set aside 
and toys for children to 
play with during each 
session. Lunch is also 
provided. 
TOYS AND BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE for rental to 
and Diversity would have 
brown bags - they were an 
hourlong in the office -
nobody would show up." 
The drop-in sessions 
provide a stress-free way 
for students to find their 
She said the website has 
peen revamped, the lounge 
reconceP,tualized and new 
programs created in an 
effort to raise awareness 
about what is available 
- ariwrees@gmail.com students with children from Aggie Care, which is coordinating 
with the new drop-in program for non-traditional students. 
KELSIE MASON photo 
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Albrecht discusses tuition increase, Faculty Senate selects new president 
· recession as the primary reason 
for the~~-:; 
Desi>_~l·ifudget cuts the 
univers~dias taken in past years, 
Albrecht said the state Legislature 
is still covering about 59 percent 
of total costs and tuition covers 41 
percent. 
"Ten years ago, for every dol-
lar of tuition that we raised, we 
received $3.50 of state appropria-
tions," Albrecht said. "Now, for 
every dollar of tuition that we 
raise, we receive $1.03 of state 
appropriations. The cost of higher 
education is shifting from the 
state to students." 
Jackson-Smith also listed four 
individuals who have been nomi-
nated to receive honorary degrees. 
The honorary degree 
nominations for 2012 are; Norah 
Abdullah Alfaiz, the first female 
deputy minister for education in 
Saudi Arabia; Quentin L. Cook, 
a former attorney and current 
apostle for the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints; Lars P. 
Hansen, an internationally known 
leader in economic dynamics; and 
John R. Miller, a leader in the U.S. 
beef industry. 
The Faculty Senate also nomi-
GLEN MCEVOY, ASSOCIATE DEAN for Business Graduate Studies addresses the Faculty Senate on Monday. During 
the meeting, the senate nominated individuals to recieve honorary degrees. Nominees included Latter-day Saint leader Quentin 
L Cook and Abdullah Alfais, the first female deputy minister for education in Saudi Arabia. CODY GOCHNOUR photo 
nated and selected a new Faculty 
Senate president for the next 
academic year. 
"Most of the meetings, I've 
been encouraging people to think 
about nominating themselves. 
I've mentioned how good of a 
gig it is," said Glenn McEvoy, 
current Faculty Senate president. 
"This is a major opportunity for 
somebody." · 
Jackson-Smith nominated 
Yanghee Kim, who has represent-
ed the College of Education and 
Human Services in the Faculty 
Senate for one term. 
"This is a hard job and a very 
demanding job," Jackson-Smith 
said. 
Although Kim was not present 
at the meeting, the senate elected 
her as the Faculty Senate president 
for the next term. 
"For the one year that she's 
been on the Faculty Senate, I've 
been very impressed with how 
engaged she's been. She's shown a 
great deal of initiative and inter-
est," Jackson-Smith said. "She's 
interested in faculty and faculty 
interest and is interested in the 
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ernor came JON HUNTSMAN 
off the cam-
paign trail as a candidate for the 
Republican presidential nomina-
tion in January. 
"We are deeply honored to have 
Gov. Huntsman join us on such a 
momentous occasion," said USU 
Eastern Chancellor Joe Peterson. 
"He brings with him a wealth of 
state and international knowledge 
that is truly unique. The depth 
and scope of his perspectives and 
personal experiences are sure to 
inspire our students." 
USU Eastern will celebrate with 
its students the transformation 
from scholar to graduate during 
its annual commencement cer-
emonies at campuses in Price and 
Blanding. 
The Price commencement 
begins at 10:30 a.m. in the Bunnell 
Dmitrich Athletic Center. Also 
honored will be Price Mayor 
Joe Piccolo, who will receive the 
Chancellor's Medallion. This is the 
74th commencement ceremony for 
the college. 
The USU Eastern Blanding 
Campus will hold its gradua-
tion ceremonies at 1 p.m. April 
27 at San Juan High School. The 
Blanding commencement speaker 
is Rose Graham. Merri Shumway 
will be given the Chancellor's 
Medallion. This year marks the 
33rd commencement for the 
Blanding Campus. 
Jazz concert draws 
on Brazilian styles 
USU hosts jazz ensemble Evening 
in Brazil at 7:30 p.m. Friday in 
Performance Hall. 
Christopher Neale, Professor 
of engineering at USU, and several 
others perform together as the jazz 
group, Evening in Brazil, and spe-
cialize in the music of Brazil's bossa 
nova movement. 
The evening's music will explore 
different regional rhythms of Brazil. 
One of the themes of the perfor-
mance will be the regional rhythms 
from the Brazilian state Bahia 
- music that guest percussionist 
Marcus Santos specializes in. 
Tickets are $15 for general admis-
sion and $8 for USU students with 
valid ID. 
Director to head 
spinoff company 
USU's Office of Commercial 
Enterprises announced Tuesday 
that Forrest Fackrell, executive 
director of business development at 
USU's Office of Commercialization, 
will leave his current post to join 
UST AR-supported satellite com-
pany GeoMetWatch. 
Fackrell joined GeoMetWatch 
as senior vice president and chief 
development officer April l. 
GeoMetWatch is a privately held 
company focused on the commer-
cial development of technology to 
advance severe weather forecast 
capability and environmental 
observation systems. 
"Forrest has been a leader in 
Utah State University's commercial-
ization efforts, and I cannot think 
of a better fit for all parties than for 
Forrest to help bring commercial 
weather data to government and 
commercial agencies worldwide," 
said Robert Behunin, vice presi-
dent for Commercialization and 
Regional Development at USU. .. ,, 
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Utah State University • Logan, Utah • www.utahstatesman.com 
LOCATED IN LOGAN CANYON, Crimson Trail is among the most popular hikes in Cache Valley. There are bridges at both ends of 
the trail, so hikers have to cross the stream at their own risk. CURTIS LUNDSTROM photos 
GO TAKE A HIKE 
BY DREW VANDYKE 
staff writer 
As spring advances and 
the snow recedes, many USU 
students choose to retire 
skis and break out their hik-
ing boots. 
With many recreational 
opportunities in close 
proximity USU's Logan 
campus, many students and 
faculty tend to frequent hik-
ing trails for an alternative 
to academia. David Wallace, 
professor and adviser for 
USU's public health depart-
ment, said he enjoys explor-
ing many trails in Cache 
Valley. 
"It's hard to pick a trail 
that I don't like, but I really 
enjoy the trails around Tony 
Grove," Wallace said. 
Wallace, a USU graduate, 
said he has been an avid 
hiker since his youth. When 
he came back to teach at 
USU in 1999, he said he was 
reminded of his passion for 
local trails. 
"It's a much better 
outdoor experience here," 
Wallace said. "I lived in 
Salt Lake for a while, and 
coming back t9 Logan was 
wonderful, because there 
are great resources - with 
a tenth of the people using 
them. Logan is much less 
crowded." 
WaUace said his passion 
for trails in the Logan area 
led to his involvement in 
Cache Hikers, a local group 
that began in 1992 to help 
maintain numerous regional 
trails. 
"The forest service staff 
here is grossly underfunded, 
so we do things in an effort 
to help them out," he said. 
Acting as leader of Cache 
Hikers, Wallace said he trav-
els extensively throughout 
the Cache Valley wilder-
ness. As a result, he said 
he has become an expert 
on both the popular and 
lesser-explored trails that 
surround Logan. 
"Not too many people 
know about the Spawn Creek 
Trail," he said. "I found 
that old trail after it was 
abandoned. Over the last 
few years, we have done a lot 
of work to recondition and 
restore it." 
Thanks to his efforts 
and the aid of his group 
members, he said the Spawn 
Creek Trail, located in the 
Temple Fork region of Logan 
Canyon, is accessible once 
again. 
Although Spawn Creek is 
not as well known, there are 
other Logan Canyon trails 
that accommodate regular 
hiking groups, he said. 
"The single most popular 
trail is the Wind Caves 
Trail," said Mike Bullock, 
a tourism specialist for 
the Cache Valley Visitors 
Bureau. "It's a reasonably 
short trail with minor eleva-
tion gain. There is an inter-
esting double arch formation 
at the end of the trail and a 
great view overlooking the 
valley." 
Opposite the Wind Caves 
Trail, across U.S. Highway 
89, is the Crimson Trail, 
another popular hiking 
destination, he said. 
"The Crimson Trail also 
has nice views looking down 
on the valley," Bullock said, 
"It's a little bit longer and a 
little more strenuous. The 
trail is about three miles 
long one way and experi-
ences an 800-foot elevation 
~ See SPRING, Page 7 
Professor brings mathematics to life 
BY ALLEE EVENSEN 
fe?tures editor 
When fames Powell was a 
child, his dreams were similar 
to many boys his age. He 
wanted to be an astronaut, an 
engineer and a cowboy when 
he grew up. However, it was 
early in elementary school 
when he decided he wanted to 
do something slightly out of the 
ordinary. 
"I actually decided I wanted 
to become a math professor in 
second grade," Powell ~aid. "I 
remember (talking) with one of 
my buddies. We were so excited 
about long division ... we were 
just having so much fun with 
it." 
Though he said many aspi-
rations have come and gone, 
math was the dream that stuck. 
He has taught math for 25 years 
- nearly 20 of those at USU. 
Marti Garlick has worked 
under Powell as both a master's 
and doctoral student for 
more than six years. Powell's 
involvement and energy in the 
classroom bring his classes to 
lire, she said. 
"(He's) totally engaged," she 
said. "(He makes) Slire students 
learn something." 
When a student makes a 
mistake in class, she said he 
often writes a problem out on 
the board in order to show 
where the mistake was made. 
This, she said, is one of the 
many ways he creates interac-
tion in his.classes. 
Powell said one of his pri-
mary goals in the classroom is 
to make math apply to real life, 
something Garlick said she sees 
him doing on a constant basis. 
"The real world has to col-
lide with the theoretical world 
(in math)," Garlick said. "We 
actually have to have some-
thing that reflects processes in 
the real world." 
Powell said he is able to the 
two worlds together by telling 
stories that make what he's 
explaining applicable. Sitting in 
an office surrounded by boards 
of equations and graphs, it 
would be hard to guess Powell 
once flirted - as a teenager 
and again in college - with the 
notion of becoming an English 
professor. 
He said he still sees the con-
nection between the two. 
"I don't think there's that big 
of gap," he said. 
Powell said he spent a lot 
of time writing in college, 
especially while involved in 
various research projects. No 
matter what field a student is 
in, whether it be business or 
science, it's important he or she 
learn how to write, he said. 
While working with the 
honors program at Colorado 
State University, Powell's job 
was to review ACT scores after 
new student orientations and 
flag students who would fit the 
program. 
"The honors director at 
the time said, according to his 
analysis, the biggest determi-
nant for success in the honors 
program in math and science 
and everything else was an 
ACT English score of32 and 
above," he said. 
When his students aren't 
writing or doing hands-on 
experiments in lab-based 
classes, Powell said he tries to 
engage them with conversation 
to keep them actively learning. 
Currently, Powell teaches 
a biology-based math class in 
which he said he tries to get 
students involved as much as 
possible. This includes having 
them create their own math-
ematics. He said the one thing 
that sets him apart from other 
professors is the decibel level in 
his classroom. 
'Tm louder and more bal-
listic than most professors are 
when they lecture - particu-
larly (professors) in mathemat-
ics," he said. 
Like many professors, 
Powell said the reason he 
teaches is because he loves 
seeing "light bulbs illuminate" 
when his students understand 
something. 
He cited an example a 
few weeks ago when he was 
teaching a lesson on how to 
fit curves and models to data, 
and a student who had been 
confused suddenly understood 
what he was trying to say. 
"The student just looked 
stunned like I had smacked 
him with a frying pan ... he 
had a little bit of drool," Powell 
said. "Those are moments I 
live for, when you really see 
students integrate whole bits 
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USU MATH PROFESSOR James Powell has been teaching for almost 25 years. He almost became 
an English professor before deciding to study math and biology in coilege. HOLLY REYNOSO photo 
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A classic bread infused by chocolate 
Banana nut bread is a clas-
sic treat. Everybody seems 
to like it, and it's no wonder, 
since adding mashed banan-
as to bread adds moisture, 
flavor and sweetness. Even 
though everyone likes it, not 
that many people love it. 
Let's be honest: it's not the 
most exciting treat on the 
table, right? This is why I was 
so happy to find this new ver-
sion of classic banana bread. 
All that good moisture and 
sweetness from the bananas 
are presented in a fresh and 
interesting new way. It's a 
total eye catcher with the 
swirly pattern. 
There's no way it wouldn't 
get noticed if you brought it 
to a party. For another thing, 
it has chocolate in it. What 
treat isn't a little better with 
some chocolate added in? 
Because you add the banana 
to the entire batter, divide it 
in half and then add choco-
late to it, it's half banana, 
half chocolate banana and 
all delicious. I recommend 
using bananas that are on 
the riper side, because they 
will be softer and easier 
to mash - not to mention 
sweeter and more banana fla-
vored. You can use a fork to 
mash them or if you want an 
ultra-smooth texture in your 
bread, you can puree them 
in a blender or food proces-
sor. Just make sure that when 





3/4 cup (12 tablespoons) but-
ter, softened 
1 cup sugar 
2 eggs 
2-4 bananas, mashed or 
pureed to equal 1 cup 
1/4 cup buttermilk 
2 teaspoons vanilla 
2 cups flour 
1 teaspoon baking soda 
3/4 teaspoon baking powder 
1/4 cup cocoa powder 
3 tablespoons boiling water 
In a medium mixing bowl 
combine the butter and sugar 
and beat on high speed until 
the mixture becomes smooth 
and pale white, about 4-5 
minutes. 
Add the eggs one at a time, 
beating well after each addi-
tion. 
Add the banana puree, but-
termilk and vanilla, and stir 
until combined. 
(Note: if you don't have but-
termilk you can add about 
½ teaspoon white vinegar 
to regular milk. Let it sit in 
the measuring cup for about 
5 minutes, or until the top 
becomes frothy). 
In a separate bowl whisk 
together the flour, baking 
soda and baking powder. 
Add the flour mixture to 
the banana mixture and beat 
just until combined. Be care-
ful not to overbeat, because 
this will make the cake tex-
ture dense and tough instead 
of light and airy. 
Spoon half of the batter 
(about 2 cups) into a separate 
mixing bowl. 
In a small bowl combine 
the cocoa powder and boil-
ing water and stir until a 
smooth paste forms. 
Use a rubber spatula to 
stir the cocoa paste into one 
of the bowls of banana batter 
until it is totally incorporated. 
Grease a 9-inch by 5-inch 
loaf pan. 
Use a cookie scoop to 
alternate scoops of the choc-
olate and banana batters in 
the pan, making a checker-
board pattern on the bottom. 
Keep alternating the two 
batters, placing scoops of 
banana on top of scoops of 
chocolate and vice versa, 
until you run out of batter. It's 
OK if it's not totally perfect, it 
will still turn out swirled. 
Use a butter knife to swirl 
the batter horizontally and 
vertically. 
Bake at 350 degrees for 
55-60 minutes, until a tooth-
pick inserted in the center 
of the loaf comes out clean. 
(Note: the outside of the loaf 
will be quite dark when it's 
done, which is totally fine.) 
Allow the bread to cool in 
the pan for about 30 
minutes before moving it to 
a cooling rack. Cool com· 
pletely before slicing. Store 
in an airtight container or 
sealed plastic bag for up to 
one week, or freeze for up to 
3 months. 
- Jennelle Clark is a psychol-
ogy major who writes the 
online food blog foodis-
likeart.blogspot.com. She 
loves making, eating and 
sharing her food. Send com-
ments to jenn.wilson@aggi-
email.usu.edu 
Finding the child within takes a little taste testing . 
I can still 
vividly remem-
ber when I 
got one of the 
best pieces 
of advice I've 
ever received. 
I was talking 
with my father 
about growing 
up and the stresses that come with it. 
It turned into quite discussion until the 
pivotal moment when my dad sat back, 
let out a sigh and said, "Son, growing up 
is not always going to be happy, but you 
can never sell yourself short of moments 
to get silly. Always look for things that 
make you feel like a kid again." 
There are several reason why that 
snippet in time is forever logged in my 
memory, one of them being that he was 
naked at the time. The funny part is you 
think I'm kidding. 
All analysis aside, I have always left my 
time of reflection constantly searching 
for those things that bring me back to 
my youth - those things that turn my Mr. 
Belding back into a Tommy Pickles, over 
and over, until I end up with a the happy 
medium of a well-cooked Uncle Joey. 
Yes, it has been a long and ever-moving 
search to find my inner-child. The search 
r..;t,,,,,,J /;ood 9-""'w J'.,.,,,. 
p'IUflfk 
''~~ ~~and9'' 
has included everything from collecting 
pogs to watching cartoons. I have viewed 
"Hey Arnold" on Netflix so many times 
I've considered constructing my own 
Gerald field in my family's backyard. 
The quest for findings has been alto-
gether arduous, that is, until I found my 
centerpieces - my childhood coup de 
grace if you will. As much as I shall always 
live with the memory of my tastefully 
nude father in an armchair telling me to 
be a kid, 
I, nor my younger self, will never for-
get the day my heart was turned back to 
chocolate milk. 
I was, of all places, at the Marketplace 
brandishing a plate of meat lasagna and 
buttered rice and looking for a beverage 
worthy of a man's man, even though I'm 
sure I would have settled for one fit for 
just a man, I'm not that picky. I skimmed 
by all of the fountains until the milk dis-
penser somehow caught my eye. ' 
Normally I pass by the dairy sector 
because as the scholars would verse it, 
milk is yucky. However, this time it was 
different. It was giving me that "come 
hither" stare that only a liquid that must 
be squeezed from cattle's unmention-
ables could give. 
In that moment, dare I say it, I was a 
dreamer. I filled a glass with said sub-
stance and ravishingly took a gulp. 
Wow, and I mean wow. Never had I been 
so swiftly whisked off to a time when I 
was leaping on Moon Shoes, chomping 
blue Gushers by the barrel and memo-
rizing all the lyrics to the theme song of 
"Growing Pains." It had finally happened. 
I was a kid again. No teenage-laden, exas-
perated sigh could make me overcome 
the wave of nostalgia that was two-step-
ping on my taste buds at that moment. 
Chocolate milk just has that power. 
It always has. It is the crowning jewel of 
every child's life. Never has a refresher 
meant for children left so many demo-
graphics appeased. Kids were happy to 
have chocolate, and parents were happy 
the kids were drinking milk. Heck, even 
the color brown was thrilled that some-
thing in this cruel world would give 
course for people to be excited about 
seeing what for some times was a well-
avoided color. By golly, no one could 
lose. 
Sure, there were many other kids' 
drinks that got us excited back in the day, 
but chocolate milk was undoubtedly the 
apex. It stood as an unstoppable force, a, 
cycle with no foreseeable end. It stood 
atop the rest as if to say, "Stand back, 
inferiors. I'm in charge now. I didn't make 
sweet affirming love to a cocoa pod for 
my health. People will look at me forever 
and see a glorious milk shake in simple 
form. And you? They'll just scoff and 
doubt that your punch ever really came 
from Hawaii. Now, get on my level." 
Yes, all it. took was one simple gulp of 
heaven's sweet greatness to remind me 
of what a true gift chocolate milk really 
was - to the point that I'm even ranting 
about it on this page. You'll never guess 
what I did next. 
I threw it away. It's far too rich for a foll 
glass. All that sugar? What am I a cock-
roach? I'm going to get some Powerade. 
- Steve Schwartzman is a junior majoring 
in speech communication. His column 
runs every Wednesday. He loves sports, 
comedy and creative writing. He encoCJr-
ages any comments at his email steve. 
schartzman@aggiemail.usu.edu, or find 
. him on Facebook. 
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Seniors• Whafs the last item on your usu 
• bucket list before graduating? 
Whitney Cofforil, photography 
"Something that I really wanted to do 
is to get on the kiss cam at one of the 
Britain Parrish, biology 
"Not necessarily before graduation, but 
before I move out of Utah, I want to go Kirsten Frank, 
computer 
engineering 
"I want to travel as 
tfuuch as I can, try 
to hang out as much 
as I can with my 
last semester of my 
Compiled by Nadiah Johari, Melody Sanchez photos 
law and constitutional studies 
"I want to have a sleepover in the library." 
ess adml ion 
a job. Maybe ump in First Dam 
f) From Page 5 
Spring provides opportunities for students to scout out hiking spots around valley 
change." 
For those who enjoy additionally strenu-
ous trails, he said there are numerous hikes 
in the area with greater lengths and greater 
elevations. 
"The hike to the old Jardine Juniper 
tree is almost six miles one way and gains 
almost 2,000 feet," Bullock said. "And 
though it's not as long, the Deep Canyon 
Trail along the Wellsvilles goes up from 5, 
400 feet to 8,600 feet in a three-mile link." 
Although the hikes are difficult, Bullock 
said, they are well worth the effort. 
,"The Jardine Juniper tree is one of the 
oldest trees in Utah," he said. "The Deep 
Canyon Trail has a spectacular view from 
the ridge of the Wellsvilles looking either 
west over the Brigham City side all the way 
to Salt Lake, or looking over Cache Valley to 
the east." 
Additional hikes outlined on the Cache 
Valley Visitors Bureau's website include the 
, low-intensity Logan River/Golf Course Trail 
and the more advanced White Pine Lake 
and Naomi Peak Trails located near Tony 
Grove. 
There are several locations with a wide 
range of difficulty levels to choose from, 
and Bullock said he suggests choosing hikes 
according to the season. Wallace agreed. 
"The better spring trails are those with 
•good sunny exposures and lower eleva-
tions," Wallace said. "A good sunny expo-
sure trail would be the Wind Caves Trail 
and a lower-elevation trail is the Bonneville 
Shoreline Trail." 
Bullock said hikers should avoid areas 
that remain snow-covered and muddy 
during early spring months and focus on 
locations that are abundant with spring 
wildflowers. 
"Within the next month, you'll start see-
ing wildflowers in the lower regions of the 
canyon," he said. "One that is fascinating to 
me is the McGuire primrose, a pretty little 
purplish-red flower that comes right out of 
the cliff bases. The lower region of Logan 
Canyon is the only place in the world where 
it is found." 
Whether the trails are strenuous, sunny 
or scattered with flowers, many view hiking 
as an ideal form of physical exercise, said 
Dennis Dolny, head for USU's health, physi-
cal education and recreation department. 
"There are three major categories of 
health-related benefits for hikers," Dolny 
said. "First of all, it helps to improve the 
functional capacity of a person's heart 
and lungs. Hiking brings about favorable 
changes in a manner that will protect a 
person against heart attack later in life." 
Hiking also contributes to burning calo-
Psychological States 
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ries, he said. Most individuals can expend 
between 250 and 400 calories an hour hik-
ing, he said. 
"The final area involves the muscle 
system. Hiking activity will improve not 
only leg strength but the endurance charac-
teristics of your leg muscles, as well," Dolny 
said. 
In addition to physical benefits, Bullock 
appreciates the psychological advantages, 
too. 
"To me, it's just about getting out and 
enjoying the fresh air," Bullock said. "It 
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BYU 32 
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FRIDAY, APRIL 6 
USU al Fresno Stale, 7 p m., 
Fresno, Caltt. 
SATUDAY, APRIL 7 
USU at Fresno State, 2 p.m. 
USU at Fresno State, 4 p.m. 
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THURSDAY, APRIL 5 
USU vs. Hawaii-Pacific, 1 p.m~ 
Honolulu,Hawai 
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USU vs. Hawaii, 1 p.m. Honolulu 
Hawaii 
SATURDAY, APRt. 7 
usu vs. San Jose State, 3 p.m., 
Honolulu, Hawaii .,....,,,.., 
APRIL 6-7 
Tailwind Invitational, Albuquerque, 
N.M. 
~ 
SATURDAY, APRIL 7 
NCAA North Central Regional 
Ch~hips, 6 p.m., Salt Lake 
City 
Ba~ 
SATURDAY, APRIL 7 
USU at Idaho State, 6 p.m .• 
Pocatello 
USU at Idaho State, 8 p.m. 
5uNDAY, APRILS 
USU at Idaho State, 11 d.m. 
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USU al Utah, 7 p.m., Salt Lake 
City 
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Dani Chaplin (W) and 
Samantha Miller. C. Herrerra 
(L) and Deianna Russell. 
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NCAA BASKETBALL 
Wildcats claw past Jayhclwks 
NEW ORLEANS - Won 
and Done, indeed. Maybe even 
and Out. 
All that really matters is 
that Kentucky parlayed a roster 
full of NBA talent into a 67-59 
VictOry Monday night over 
Kansas for the team's eighth 
national NCAA basketball title 
- its first since 1998. 
Kentucky's top freshman, 
Anthony Davis, had a rough 
shooting night, but John 
Calipari coached this team 
to a wire-to-wire victory - a 
little dicey at the end - to cap 
a season that cried for no less 
than a championship for their 
ol' Kentucky home. 
•1 wanted everybody to see, 
we were the best team this 
season," said the coach who 
finally has the championship 
that eluded him for all these 
years. "We were the best team. 
fwanted this to be one for the 
ages." 
trimmed that deficit to five 
with 1:37 left. But Kentucky 
made five free-Cluows dmtn 
the stretch to seal the win. 
Davis' fellow lottery pros-
pect, Michael Kidd-Gilchrist, 
was another headliner, creating 
space for himself to score all 11 
of his points in the first half. 
Davis, meanwhile, might 
have had the most dominating 
six-point night in the history 
of college basketball, earning 
the nod as the most outstand-
ing player. He finished with 
16 rebounds, six blocks, five 
assists and three steals - and 
made his only field goal with 
5:13 left in the game. It was a 
surefire illustration of how the 
6-foot-10 freshman can exert 
his will on a game even on a 
rare night when the shot isn't 
falling. 
Doron Lamb, a sophomore 
with first-round-draft-pick 
possibilities, led the Wildcats 
(38-2) with 22 points, including 
back-to-back 3-~jntgs that 
put them up by 16 with 10 
minutes left. 
"Well, it's not me, it's these 
guys behind me," Davis said 
after his l-for-10 performance. 
"They led us this whole 
tournament. This whole game 
I was struggling offensively, 
and I told my team, every time 
down, you all score the ball; 
I'm just gonna defend and 
rebound." 
KENTUCKY GUARD DORON LAMB, left, forward Terrence Jones and guard Marquis Teague 
celebrate after the NCAA Final Four basketball championship game Monday in New Orleans. Kentucky 
won 67-59. AP Photo 
The Jayhawks (32-7), 
kings of the comeback all 
season, fought to the finish and 
So much easier when you've 
got teammates like this. Davis 
is the likely first pick in the 
draft, though he said he hasn't 
decided yet whether he will 
come out, and Kidd-Gilchrist 
won't be far behind. Another 
first-round prospect, freshman 
Marquis Teague, had 14 points. 
And yet another, sophomore 
Terrence Jones, had nine 
points, seven rebounds and 
two of Kentucky's 11 blocked 
shots. 
"I love the fact Anthony 
Davis goes 1 for 10, and you !! 
all say he was biggest factor <tj 
game," Calipari said. "Hew~ 
1 for 10. I asked these guys 
what they would do without 
•) See CATS, Page 9 
The eerie similarities between Aggie football and basketball 
The world of USU athletics was 
turned upside downthis season. USU 
i)afbaD reached,.a bowl game for the 
·first time in years and men's basket-
ball experienced an inarguable down 
year . 
But that wasn't what stuck out 
in my mind, as the men's basket-
ball team failed to close out another 
dose game. The eerie similaritr of the 
football and men's basketbal teams 
stood out in my mind, despite differ-
ent expectations. 
For Aggie football, this was sup-
posed to be the year the program 
finally turned around. There was 
enough talent for the Aggies to make 
some noise and finish above .500 on 
the season. But the rocky start to the 
season put those possibilities in ques-
tion. 
USU just couldn't seem to finish 
games with losses to Auburn 
38T, Colorado State (35-34 20T) 
and Brigham Young (27-24) early in 
the season. Then, midway through 
the season, USU suddenly figured out 
how to win close games. 
True freshman quarterback 
Chuckie Keeton went down in the 
first half against Hawaii, but junior 
quarterback Adam Kennedy stepped 
up to lead the Aggies in a comeback 
victory which began a five-game win-
ning streak. 
Each game USU won was by one 
score or less and required the Aggies 
to shut their opponents down in the 
final minutes of the game. USU out• 
lasted Idaho in overtime (49-42) and 
came up with big defensive stops at 
home against San Jose State (34-33) 
and Nevada (21-17). 
The Aggies seemed poised to get 
their first-ever bowl game win since 
1993 heading into the Famous Idaho 
Potato Bowl. However, USU's. diffi-
culty to finish close games throughout 
the season showed up again, and the 
last-second 24-23 loss to the Ohio 
Bobcats seemed to summarize USU's 
rollercoaster season. 
After graduating the winningest 
class in USU men's basketball history, 
USU head coach Stew Momll knew 
his Aggies were in store for a pos-
sible down year with the possibility of 
not finishing much better than above 
.500. 
USU started the season off by 
defeating in-state rival BYU before 
Murphy's Law seemed to take effect 
for the Aggies. Senior forward Brady 
Jardine had a freak accident, which 
turned into a career-ending injury. 
Prior to the loss of Jardine, USU lost 
Junior College All-American junior 
forward Antonio Bumpus before he 
ever saw minutes as an Aggie after 
spending a year on the bench as 
a redshirt. Freshman forward Steven 
Thornton , left the team before the 
WAC season began as well - forcing 
USU to pull the redshirt of sopho-
more Danny Berger. The loss of the 
two players caused problems at the 
three position for USU all season 
long. 
Coach Morrill warned Aggie fans 
and others that a season would come 
where tnere wouldn't be 23 wins 
and a trip to postseason play after 
the WAC tournament. After USU 
fell to University of California, Santa 
Barbara, during the BracketBusters 
at home, the possibility of an unprec- , 
edented losing season seemed very 
well. 
Somehow USU figured out how to 
win its final three games of the season 
and secure a fourth seed in the WAC 
women's tennis 
McKenzie helped the 
Aggies to two victories-
USU defeated No. 7 4 
Santa Clara (4-3) followed 
by in-state rival Weber 
State. Davis won three of 
her four matches to get 
the team wins. Against 
the Broncos, Davis posted 
a three-set win at No. 
2 singles (6-7, 6-4, 7-6 
(16-14)) and teamed with 
junior Jaci West for an 
8-7 (8-6) win at the No. 1 
doubles position. 
Tournament in Las Vegas. Louisiana,, 
Tech put an end to USU's run, but th 
Aggies had guaranteed themselves ; 
winning record with their three-gam 
winning streak to end the season. 
USU's hope for a postseason tou,-, 
nament came in the form of little--
known and much less glamorou» 
Collegelnsider.com Tournament. Thlt 
Aggies ran the table, winning fouC: 
straight games to reach the champ· 
onship game before everything tha 
had made Aggie men's basketball SO" 
difficult and frustrating to watch - the, 
opposite of what they did to reach th«: 
final game - came back in a thre~ 
point loss to the Mercer Bears of th( 
Atlantic Sun Conference. 
The USU football and basketball, 
teams eerily both had frustrating sea-
sons, which came back to full circle 
in big-time games. It's not likely to 
reoccur next season, but, if it does, 
here is to a less frustrating and a more 
dominating season .. 
- Tyler Huskinson is a senior major-
ing in broadcast journalism. He i, 
also a freelance writer for several 
publications. follow his Twitter feed 
@TDHuskiSports or send any com-
ments to ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu. 
· edu. 
February Athlete of the Month is Rebecca Holliday 
Holliday, a native of O~ange, Calif., had an all-around RQ~ of 38.400, 
avera9ing 38.404 this season. She posted her career-best of 38.95 
th1s-Sl!ason and added a 38.900 to place 7th in the WAC Champion-
ships. She was invited to the Regional Championships by the NCAA. 

♦ 
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Six things you won't see during 
this year's MLB season 
Welcome to Major would still be great. . 
League Baseball's Opening The 5. Can we please let the 
Series/Day/Week extrava- Rangers win the World 
ganza. t Series this year? It has been 
If you're confused, so heartbreaking to watch 
am I. All I know is that them lose two years in a 
it's April and that means row. So, here's what needs 
pro baseball - even if the "''4ll"~""'l."'~""•i,~.r1.Jl',~ to happen. Either they win 
"Opening Series" techni- lailliiliiilrlliiiiM YIAiliiilliiilliii the World Series, or they 
cally started in March. don't make it to the World 
Just as the icy, snow· to the World Series, after Series at all. I don't think I 
filled winter is finally giv- 10 straight seasons of last· could stand to watch them 
ing way to sun and spring place and second-to-last lose another World Series. 
time, you should be getting place finishes. It could hap· Has any team ever lost 
rid of ·those icy, snow-filled pen. three straight World Series? 
memories - for Rangers' 2. You have to love I didn't think so. 
fans it might be more like Major League Baseball for 6. I think since it's been 
bone-chilling, deathly and expanding the playoffs this 104 years now, it would be 
frostbite-encompassed season from eight teams to OK for the Chicago Cubs 
memories - of your team's 10 teams. The first round to win a World Series. I 
failures last season - except will consist of two wild-card realize that we want to let 
Cardinals' fans - and teams from each league the Rangers win the World 
replacing them with some facing off in a play-in game. Series this year, but if they 
warm, uplifting dreams for Sounds great, but it would don't make it to the World 
this season. be even better if there were Series, then let the Cubs do 
ft never hurts to dream a tie at the wild-card spot it. 
a little, right? After all, that's at the end of the regular Do you realize how 
the only thing that keeps season. much happier our world 
the Cubs' organization That way the wild-card would be if this happened? 
going. teams would have to play According to Facebook, 
With that in mind, let's a play-in game to get to the there would be at least 1.5 
look at six things baseball playoffs and then another million happier Chicago 
fans want to happen this play-in game to advance to Cubs fans in the world; 
season but probably won't. the next round. It would and that doesn't take into 
1. Just imagine with me be a little March Madness account all the billy goats 
the following introduction in October, and March that could finally live in 
- "Ladies and gentlemen, Madness is always a good peace; Steve Bartman could 
we'd like to welcome you thing. be officially pardoned; and 
tonight to Game 1 of the 3. Wouldn't it be fun those aforementioned fans 
American League Division if just for one season the wouldn't need another 
Series between the Los Yankees finished in last World Series win for at least 
Angeles Angels of Anaheim place? It would kind of 100 more years. • 
and your Kansas City be like Duke losing in the Let the season begin. 
Royals." first round of the NCAA 
And no, we are not Tournament to a No. 15 
talking about how ridicu· seed, only not quite as 
lous the Angels' name is, good. 
- Spencer Wright is a 
sophomore majoring in 
broadcast journalism. 
because when you have 4. Wouldn't it be great 
Albert Pujols you can do to have zero substance 
what you want. f'm talk- abuse, or accusations of 
ing about the Royals in the substance abuse, in Major 
playoffs. Too much of a League Baseball this sea-
dream? For everyone out· son? I know, I know, it's less 
side of Kansas City, maybe likely than the Yankees fin-
so; but don't forget that the ishing in last and the Royals 
Tampa Bay Rays made it making the playoffs, but it 
He supports Manchester 
United and hopes to live 
long enough to see the 
Cubs win a World Series. 
Send any comments to 
eliason.wright3@aggiemail. 
usu.edu 




FREE book to the first 200 people 
JON M. 
HUNTSMAN 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
UtahStateUniversity 






George S. Eccles Business Building 
Room 215, 7 p.m. 
www .rcwilley.com 
BIii Child 
Chairman, R.C Willey Home Furnishings 
William H. • am· Child serves as Chairman of tfie 
Board of R.C. Willey Home Furnishings. Under his 
management, the company has grown over the past 
52 years from one employee to over 3,000 employees, 
from a 600-square-foot store to 14 large stores in 
Utah, Idaho, Nevada and California with an annual 
sales volume of over $800 million. In 1995, R.C. Willey 
was acquired by Warren Buffett's Berkshire Hathaway. 
The Berkshire group ranks No. 2 in home furnishings in 
the United States. R.C. Willey has won many awards, 
among which 1s the "National Home Furnishings 
Retailer of the Year.• 
•em Child represents the best of America. In matters 
of family philanthropy, business or just plain 
citizenship, anyone who follows in his footsteps 
is heading true north." 
- Warren Buffett 
NCAA BASKETBALL 
BAYLOR CENTER BRITTNEY GRINER and Baylor guard Jordan Madden embrace Baylor head 
coach Kim Mulkey after the second half in the NCAA Women's Final Four college basketball champion-
ship game against the Notre Dame in Denver on Tuesday. Baylor won the championship 80-61. AP Photo 
Lady Bears cap perfect 40-0 
season with NCAA title win 
Griner scores double-double to lead Baylor 
DENVER - Brittney 
Griner and Baylor left no doubt 
they're head and shoulders 
above any team in the country. 
In fact, they're perfect. 
Griner had 26 points, 13 
rebounds and five blocks to lead 
Baylor to a dominating 80-61 
victory over Notre Dame in 
the NCAA women's basketball 
championship on Tuesday 
night, capping a 40-0 season for 
the Lady Bears. 
They became the seventh 
women's team to run through a 
season unbeaten and the first in 
NCAA history to win 40 games. 
It was the second national 
championship for Baylor, which 
also won a title in 2005. 
Baylor did it in a nearly 
wire-to-wire victory, finishing 
a season in which anything less 
than bringing a title back to 
Waco would have been a huge 
disappointment. 
And as she so often does, 
the 6-foot-8 Griner helped the 
· Lady Bears take control. Every 
time Notre Dame made a run in 
the second half to cut into the 
deficit, Griner had an answer. 
She showed a wide array of 
post moves hitting turnaround 
jumpers and hooks that the 
Irish had no way to stop - even 
when they collapsed around 
her. 
"Brittany Griner comes to 
work every day," Baylor coach 
Kim Mulkey said. "A lot of great 
players think they're all that 
and they half go through drills 
and they come to practice and 
they dog it. That child comes to 
work and brings her work pail 
everyday." 
Notre Dame fell short in 
the title game for the second 
straight season. The Irish lost 
to Texas A&M by six points last 
season. Notre Dame was trying 
to do something that no other 
team had done in the NCAA era 
by knocking off an unbeaten 
squad in the title game. 
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OurView 
USU students neglect 
America's pastime 
At the end of the 1989 classic "Field of 
Dreams," a man named John Kinsella walks out 
onto a baseball field that his son Ray built in the 
middle of a cornfield. 
"ls this Heaven?" he says. Ray responds, "l!'s 
Iowa." 
Heaven is what a baseball field is for many 
Americans, whether you're a player or a casual 
spectator. 
Heaven is sitting on the lawn at a Cactus 
League Spring Training game. With a can of 
pop in one hand and a bag of peanuts in the 
other, you sit in the sunshine watching the great-
est game ever played. 
A few months later, the real baseball season 
is underway. You walk into Chase Field and are 
overwhelmed by the atmosphere. The swarms 
of fans in their favorite teams' swag, the sounds, 
the smells - all of your senses are activated 
within just a few seconds. There is no better 
way to spend a summer night. 
Eventually, October rolls around. It's a close 
fight with March for being the greatest month 
of the year. The World Series is a classic display 
of athleticism, fanhood and true love of an 
American tradition. 
We understand that in Utah we aren't fortu-
nate enough to have a Major League team. In 
fact, we aren't even fortunate to have anything 
more than a club baseball team at USU. Maybe 
one day it will happen, but in the meantime 
you have options. Head to Salt Lake and check 
out the Bees. Did you even know we have a 
USU team? We doubt it, because a pathetically 
small group attends the games. They are on a 
13-game winning streak and would probably 
love support - the same support football and 
basketball gets. There are three high schools in 
Cache Valley, all of which have baseball teams. 
If you're sticking around for the summer, join a 
rec league team in Logan or Smithfield. 
Baseball is one of the many underappreci-
ated sports at USU, while nationally, Major 
League Baseball is far more profitable than the 
National Basketball Association. . 
June 19, 1846, the first official baseball game 
was played. The New York Knickerbockers trav-
eled across the river to Hoboken, N.J., to take 
on the New York Nine at Elysian Fields. It took 
awhile to grow, but by 1867 there were more 
than 400 baseball clubs scattered throughout 
the country. Baseball brought us legends like 
Babe Ruth, Jackie Robinson and Joe DiMaggio. 
As they watch the ghost baseball players 
come onto the field, Terrence Mann turns 
~o Ray Kinsella and s_ays, "The one constant 
.through all the years has been baseball ... this 
field, this game - it's a part of our past, Ray. It 
reminds of us of all that once was good, and 
it could be again. Oh, people will come Ray. 
People will most definitely come." 
Our hope is that students will realize which 
USU team has been forgotten and support 
Aggie baseball. 
Cancer studies are 
stacked against us 
If you've consumed a 
bowl of salty chicken noodle 
soup to help a cold, you've 
increased your risk of stomach 
cancer. You also better study 
up on the contents of your 
mouthwash, because you 
could be sloshing a cancer-
causing liquid around in your 
mouth. Forget fighting plaque 
would you rather have cancer or 
cayities? 
. If you want a radiologist to inspect a fracture or broken 
bone, you may want to think twice, because you will increase 
- well, you know the rest. I don't doubt that the machines 
used to detect cancerous cells also cause cancer. See what I 
mean? All roads lead to a sanitized medical office. 
It's as if we don't have 9,583 other things - tragedies, pet 
peeves, social injustices and personal emotions - to cope 
with. No, that isn't enough. Brilliant television producers, 
online adverti~ers and gossipy magazines - to name a few 
perpetrators - must run out of cynical things to talk about, so 
they send their researchers to work to figure out how every 
househotd or necessary object could possibly cause cancer. 
• See SOAP BOX, Page 12 
Comforting grieving nonbelievers 
When I was 16 years old, a good 
friend's young mother was diagnosed with 
an aggressive form of lung cancer and 
died four months later. This was the first 
time I really had to confront the idea of 
death - until that point, dying had been 
something that happened to unlucky pets, 
great grandparents and strangers on the 
news. 
At the time, my religion was a great 
source of comfort and gave me the 
answers I needed to justify a tragedy that 
was otherwise unjustifiable. 
Just a few weeks ago, another good 
friend's even younger mother was diag-
nosed with the same disease. This time, 
my friend and I don't have 
a religion to buffer the 66 
ing." 
"I wanted 
to slap the 
woman," 
Torrie told me, 
even though 
she knew the 
woman meant 
well. "But you 
know what? I 
didn't, because I knew my brother was 
dead. He was gone. And he wasn't sad; he 
wasn't happy. He wasn't in a better place; 
he wasn't in a worse place. The matter 
that made my brother was no longer func-
tioning in the form that I knew as Dave." 
I couldn't have said it 
ugly reality of death. This 
drove me to ask the ques-
tion: How do you comfort 
a nonbeliever who is griev-
ing? 
Although everyone 
deals with loss in their 
own way, there are some 
guidelines to remember 
and respect when com-
forting someone you love 
who does not believe in an 
afterlife. 
The most important is 
that, even though a reli-
gious worldview may con-
sole you, it can come off 












better myself; and when 
this is what you believe 
- tliat death in its finality 
is not to be assuaged by 
ideas of afterlife - there 
are clearly much better 
things to say than the 
woman in Torrie's exam-
ple. 
A wonderful article on 
alternet.org called "When 
it's Not God's Plan: 8 
Things to Say to Grieving 
Nonbelievers," has some 
great ideas, the most pop-
ular simply being, "I am so 
sorry." -LizBmery 
when used to comfort someone who does 
not share those beliefs. This may sound 
strange, but if you're religious, imagine 
a nonbeliever trying to comfort you by 
saying, "I know you'll never see them 
again." You'd feel awful, right? The same 
idea works conversely by saying, "I know 
you'll see thern again," to a non-believing 
person. 
A woman named Torrie shared with me 
her reaction when her brother committed 
suicide and a congregation member try-
ing to comfort her told her, "He is not in 
a happy place right now. He is still suffer-
No wordiness, no cre-
ativity, just plain and sim-
ple human empathy. 
Another suggestion is to just say, "This 
sucks," because it does suck; no matter 
how you deal with death, it's hard to avoid 
the cold, hard fact that we suffer when 
someone we love dies. Rather than offer-
ing cliche platitudes that really don't mean 
much, let them know you're suffering right 
along with them. 
Share stories of good times about the 
deceased; ask how you can help, with the 
• See LIZZEN UP, Page 12 
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About letters 
• Letters should be lim-
ited to 400 words. 
• All letters may be 
shortened, edited or 
rejected for reasons of 
good taste, redundan-
cy or volume of similar 
letters. 
• Letters must be topic 
oriented. They may 
not be directed toward 
individuals. Any letter 
directed to a specific 
individual may be edit-
ed or not printed. 
• No anonymous let-
ters will be published. 
Writers must sign all 
letters and include 
a phone number or 
e-mail address as well 
as a student identifica-
tion number (none of 
which is published). 
Letters will not be 
printed without this 
verification. 
• Letters representing 
groups - or more than 
one individual - must 
have a singular repre-
sentative clearly stated, 
with all necessary iden-
tification information. 
• Writers must wait 21 
days before submitting 
successive letters - no 
exceptions. 
• Letters can be hand 
delivered or mailed to 
The Statesman in the 
TSC, Room 105, or can 
be e-mailed to states-
man@aggiemail.usu. 
edu, or click on www. 
utahstatesman.com for 
more letter guidelines 
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Did you know the metal-
lic particles in your deodor-
ant could give you breast 
cancer? How did the Food 
and Drug Administration let 
that product get through? 
Easy. A lot of the outrageous 
media we digest is bogus. 
After the toxic antiperspi-
rant theory came out, the 
National Cancer Institute 
released an official expla-
nation stating no evidence 
shows this fun fact has any 
validity. Don't worry, every-
one. You don't have to carry 
on like cave people. 
Even wine, an alcoholic 
beverage containing anti-
oxidants that many studies 
say has multiple health ben-
efits will also cause cancer. 
How does it make sense 
that our use of a product 
must be gauged by consid-
ering health benefits versus 
cancer? Tuesday morning, a 
news story showed that eat-
ing fried food on a regular 
basis - if fried in the right 
oil - may lead to obesity, but 
is otherwise not as harmful 
as many thought. I'm sure 
this news about fried foods 
will be a free pass for some 
to take out their deep fryers 
again. Why don't the people 
investing their time in these 
absurd studies spend more 
time trying to find cures for 
cancer? 
Say every cancer study 
that comes out is factual. 
What is the purpose of pub-
licizing a study that shows 
•)From LIZZEN UP, Page 11 
mobile devices emit radia-
tion that provokes cancer-
causing cells in the brain? For 
those who actually believe 
this is a serious cause of can-
cer, they won't be able to set 
up a doctor's appointment 
to check for cancer because 
they'll have thrown their cell 
phones over a bridge. 
I once met a woman who 
only used her cell phone's 
"speaker" feature to talk on 
her phone. She told me she 
was decreasing the risk of 
absorbing harmful radiation 
by holding the phone further 
from her head. I imagine 
the jokers who come out 
with these studies are laugh-
ing hysterically in their offic-
es about their plight to let 
everyone know their phone 
will give them cancer, and 
at the same time canceling 
out the most popular mode 
of communication used to 
receive medical assistance. 
Everyone in the U.S. 
knows someone who has 
or once had cancer. If they 
don't know someone with 
cancer, they know someone 
who knows someone with 
cancer. It's a distressing an 
rampant illness that causes 
widespread fear. I think it's 
a sick joke that outrageous 
studies with little backing 
are advertised regularly. 
Information about life-threat-
ening illnesses should only 
be broadcast by professional 
health institutions that have 
no intention to dramatize. 
Cancer is dramatic enough 
without increasing paranoia. 
In order to beat the odds 
that each of us face in regard 
to developing cancer, we 
need to also be able to pre-
dict the exact amount of a 
food source or product we 
can use, including red meat, 
potato chips and toothpaste. 
It's impossible to win, espe-
cially considering how many 
seemingly healthy individu-
als have to fight cancer. 
Our health all comes 
down to doing what our 
mothers taught us to do -
eat a balanced diet, exercise 
multiple times per week and 
never use anything in excess. 
It's no use being overly con-
cerned about exposing our-
selves to products that may 
give us cancer, because 
even if we aren't concerned, 
our risk is still present. 
Now, I'm not promoting 
hedonism, but don't waste 
. your time panicking. We do 
enough of that. Enjoy all the 
things life has to offer, but 
know your limits. Lead a gen-
erally healthy life, but feel 
free to consume red meat 
if you enjoy it and, for heav-
en's sake, please continue 
brushing your teeth. 
- Catherine Bennett is edi-
tor in chief of The Utah 
Statesman. Comments on 
her column may be sent to 
statesmanoffice@aggiemail. 
usu.edu. 
sincere intent to do dishes, for a week if 
that's what it takes. Or better yet, don't say 
anything and just listen. Companionship 
goes a long way when alleviating the stark 
loneliness of grief. 
I don't think I'll ever see Carl again ... We 
found each other in the cosmos, and that 
was wonderful." 
When it really comes down to it, none 
of us know what happens when we die. 
We believe, we hope, we resign ourselves 
to reality; and in the end, we all deal with 
it in the way we know best. 
Among the atheists and agnostics I've 
had conversations with at USU, the over-
whelming sentiment concerning death is 
not of sadness, but of hope and happiness. 
Druyan, the wife of the late astronomer 
and agnostic Carl Sagan, wrote beautifully 
about death when she lost her husband: 
Rather than waiting for an afterlife to 
provide the comforts of paradise, these 
people focus on creating a piece of heav-
en on earth. After all, there really is noth-
ing better we can do to prepare for death. 
"Carl faced his death with unflagging 
courage and never sought refuge in illu-
sions. The tragedy was that we knew we 
would never see each other again ... for 
nearly 20 years we lived with a vivid appre-
ciation of how brief and precious life is ... 
- Liz Emery is a senior majoring in English 
with a creative writing emphasis. Her col-
umn is published every other Wednesday. 
Comments on her column can be sent to liz. 
emery@yahoo.com 
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Help Wanted 
STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM 
Paid Survey Takers Needed in Logan. 
100% FREE to Join! Click on Surveys. 
Earn $1000·$3200 a month to drive our 
brand new cars with ads. www.AdCar-
Pay.com • 
HEADLINE PROMOTION seeking kiosk' 
sales reps ~elling Logan Herald Journal 
in busy grocerylretal stores. Average 
Sales Reps earn $700·$1200 per Week! 
WE OFFER 
• Complete Training • 
•Bonuses' 
• Advancement Opportunity • 
• No Door-to-Door Selling' 
• No Telemarketing• 
MUST HAVE RELIABLE VEHICLE & CELL 
PHONE 
Call to set an appointment TODAYIII 
(801) 709-6138 
Email ryankcooper@gmail.com • 
Apartments 
The Bear Lake Condo: Nightly Vacation 
Rental SPECIAL: Buy Two Nights Get 
One Free and $25 Bonus Gift Card1 
www.thebearlakecondo.com 
C421-12 Classroom Assistant 
C419-12 Botany Field Technician 
C280-90 Animal Caretaker $8.00/hour 
C425-t2 Student Software Tester BOE 
C426·12 Web Developer 12-15 DOE 
C411-12 Ucc Bilingual Youth Corps Re-
cruiter $8.50 
C436-12 Public Relations Intern 9.00 per 
hour 
C308-05 Accounting Assistant $8.00 hr • 
C438-12 Childcare In Brigham City $8.25/ 
hr 
C399-02 s I Leader Usu 1300 Sec 003 
$9.00 
C456-08' Si Leader Chem 2300 001 9.001 
hr. 
C314-06 SI Leader Geog 1000 001 $9.00 
C056-04 SI Leader Soc 1010 003 $9.00/hr. 
C401-02 S I Leader Usu 1300 001 9.00 
per hr 
C382-02 SI Leader For Usu 1360 002 9.00 
per hour 
C178-98 S I Leader Soc 1010 001 $9.00 
per hour 
C184-04 S I Instructor Chem 1220 001 
$9.00 per hour 
Buy the R:OCK, Just the right time to SIGN UPt BROOK-LANE APARTMENTS, only $475 sum· mer contract. discount S1SY contract, 
private bdrms, dishwasher, self-clean· , 
ing ovens. Close to USU, stadium and 
spectrum. Come see at 645 E. 900 N. or 
call 753-7227. 
C391·02 SI Leader Soo 1010 002 9.001hr 
C443-12 Web Developer Assistant BOE 
C242·05 S I Leader For Pols 1100 001 
$9.00 per hour • 
C313·06 SI Leader Biol 2420 001 9.00 
C442-12 Office Assistant $7.25 
C249-96 Peer Advisor $7.25/hr 
C386-12 Qualitative Data Analysis Assis-· 
w· n a ROCKWELL! 
Vis it@Je;nc.fj-For Details! 




Moving? Don't haul your things home for 
the summer. Storage units starting at 
$30 per month. Visit www.CacheVal-
leyStorage.com or call 435-755-5052. 
Announcements 
Hiring: Dancerichoreographer + 3 Sing-




For more Information, contact USU stu-
dent employment office, TSC 106 or 
www.osu.edu/studemp. 
On Campus Jobs: 
C307-12 Lab Assistant 
C292· 12 Horticulture-dendrochronology 
Res Asst 8.00 
C325· 12 Research Assistant negotiable 
C326· t2 Undergraduate Laboratory Assis-
tant negotiable 
C324-03 Hr Conference Coordinator 
C616·11 Biological Technician 10.00 hr. 
C414-12 Rangeibotany Field Assistant $8· 
10/hr 
tan! based on experience 
C034-00 Field Assistant 8.501hr 
C454-12 Lifeguardiwsi $7.25 starting 
C452-12 Asusu Graphic Designer $430 
monthly • 
C457-12 Horticulture AssistanV,kaysvill/l 
$8.00 
C381·06 S I Leader Usu 1350 001 - ~um-
mer9.00/hr 
C360-90 Security Officer 7.25 hr I 8.25 
C233-12 Data Technician $8.51)/hr 
C423-09 Environmental Technician $9-14 
C312-07 Undergraduate Research AssiS· 
!ant $10/hr 
C424-10 Extension Intern 7.25 + 
C455-12 Office Assistant $9.00/hr 
C460-12 Art Model $10-12/ hour 
C827-11 Arts Graphic Designer • 
C005·04 Research Assistant $1500/month 
C934-11 Social Work Or Mft Graduate Stu· • 
dent $25.00 per 1.25 hrs 
C073-11 Scientific Drilling Field & Lab 
Assis 10.00 
C448-07 Customer Service- Tooele Dis-
tance Ed 8/hr 
C097·10 Temporary Substitute Sip $25· 
$35/hr, doe 
C200-12 Privatl) Instruction - Various 
Fields , 
C296·05 American Sign Lanugage Inter· 
preter $14-$26+ 
C173-12 Part Time Instrument Technician • 
$10 · $13 per hour 
C199-12 Accounting 2010 Tutor 
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Breaking the Mold • kenneth./ocke@aggiemail.usu.edu 
OU SEE WHERE WHA'l'EI/ER. J: GUESS /ILL 
'tJE CAN 00 IS Pl>.Y ~ 
UNilL'wE AW01l-lEM,~ 
~ 1tllNGS GO &YW111l· 
OUf INODtlJT UN1iL 1\-IEN. 
Loose Parts • Dave Blazek 
Wait! ( huvers, don't move\ 
Han, in therefor twelve hours or so 
untill ~et help. The important thin~ 
is that ~ou don't stru33\e. 
Han~ In there, ( heevers! 
Loose Parts • Dave Blazek 
1)-;zd. 
Well, ~ou sa\cl ~ou wantecl a 
water-savin~ feature. 
NEW L- Part. boo\. now ,t Loo .. P1rt.C,,.,.<.co.,! 
@2012 Dav, Bitz.\. •l,o..fut.,onzOIV'<t · Dt,l T rtbu,,. M..111 
All But Dead • sarah.a@aggiemail.usu.edu 
AN'T r.ELJE\'E t H/IVE 'TD SfAF:r MY 
TION orfR. AGAW ! /1AY8f I 'U. 'Tl' k'f: 
M 1,14#. A#S, Gcl:.'f !:f;I e. 
'T 11111«. WI\)' Nor\..~ , 
l Ac.ere <.-IVE IT 
C134-09 Laboratory Technician minimum 
$7.25 
C208-98 Tutor $7.25/hr 
C248-12 Graduate Research Assistant 
$1200/mO. 
C298-12 Research Assistant Negotiable 
C203-06 Manager 
Ott-Campus Jobs 
5849 Babysitter 7.25 
5186 Dental Assistant DOE 
524&Alaqn Technician 
5318 Sales Manager Commission 
5319 Sales Representative Commission 
5315 Children's Counselor, Wrangler, 
Kitchen 
6890 Sales $25,000-$30,000 
6908 Front Desk 
6950 Sales Represenlative Mm1mum 
of25% commission 
0529 Guest Personnel For Sm. Guest 
cattle Ran guaranteed $900/month • 
6951 Sales Manager 30% plus residual 
• pay 
1066 Cook For Small Guest Ranch Call: 
varies w/experience 
MS"1£RS l!I.S£llftf£R£ 1.- 'ftHS ISSVU 
4 7 8 3 
1 6 5 
9 6 3 4 
2 4 9 3 
a· 1 9 
6 7 1 
5 4 7 
9 2 1 8 
3 8 4 
Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way 
that each row across, each column down and 
each small 9-box square contains all of the 
numbers from one to nine. 
DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: * 
* Moderate * * Challenging 
*** HOO BOY! 
0 l 
6964 Summer Sales-pest Control And 
Lawn Care Flexible 
6996 Summer Sales Rep 
7002 Entry Level Positions -full Training 
7000 Human Resources Intern· Sandy Ut 
DOE 
7012 Cashier $7.75 • $8.75 
7013 Water Aerobics Instructor $9.75 • 
$10.75 
7015 It Professional 
7023 Web Developer 18-20'hr 
7016 Sales Reps 25% Commission 
3250 Software Engineer DOE 
3855 Customer Service Associate $ 8.001 
hour 
4325 Software Architect I Developer Per 
experience 
7027 Seasonal Kiosk Employee $8.25 
7028 New Opening: Store Rep Needed 
Asap!! Base pay($400w'k)Bonus 
4995 Nanny Live-in Room and board 
7037 Insurance Sales Hourty or commis-
sion 
6912 Housekeeper 8.00 
4652 Waitress Or Waiter 3.50 + tips 
7044 Flexible Part Time House Cleaner 
7.50 
7046 Nanny negotiable 
6979 Cook 
7061 Elite 
7050 Technical Support / Internship $9-12/ 
hour 
7060 Legil Work From Horne TBD 
7054 Counselor (member Of Atsa) Open 
7055 Qualified Substance Use Disorders 
ProfesOpen 
7056 Case Managment (qp) open 
7064 Alarm Technican 
7065 Window Cleaner Hourty plus extras 
7062 Nanny Varies 
7067 Web Page Developer DOE 
7068 Front Desk/night Audit 7.50 
7069 Aplar Clerk DOE 
7070 Host/hostess 7.251hour 
5755 Personal Aide 8.00 
7071 Ruby1rails Programming Internship 
$4000 to $6,000 per month 
3307 Morning Personal Aid $8.00 
7076 Bus Driver 10.00 
7058 Customer Service Manager 
0099 Cashier/ Customer Service 
7080 Massage Therapist 
7079 Graphic Designer 
7078 Accountant 
7077 Member Services Coordinator 
7074 Childcare1temporary 
7075 Software Quality Assurance Tester 
$10-12/hour 
7081 Live In Couple $400-700 + room and 
board 
7085 Handyman DOE 
7082 Yardwork//housecleaning TBD 
7094 1200986. Retail Sales Merchandiser 
9.00·10.00 
7091 Electrical Technician 
7089 Jr. Management Accountant $101 
hour 
7087 Baker For A Food Affair Paid per job 
4277 Market Research Agent up to $10.40 
7099 Male Nightwatch Adolescent Coun-
selor $8 per hour 
7098 Opening· In Store Associate Needed 
7097 House Keep/service & Kitchen Help 
Argyle Sweater 
oH, PLeASE, STAc'1 - NoT EVeR'f I-\A1R o~ 
T\\IS PLA~ET 1$ M 1~E, 'IA K t-loW .. 
The Joke,s On YOU! 
Check it outl Take a look at this 
cartoon ... the only thing missing 
is the punch line, the big finish, 
the gagl You need to supply that 
for readers of The Statesman. We 
post those on our website, www. 
utahstatesman.com, as soon as we 
get them and folks can vote for 
their f ave! Winner will receive a 
restaurant gift certificate! Here 
are the gags received for this 
week's cartoon: 
"Yep it's definitely a girl" 
"Boy, Dr. Samuels, you really had us worried when you said you wanted to be 'youth' 
anised!" 
"Ha ha ha! Now that his transformation is complete, stealing Eugene's discovery will be 
like taking a formula from a baby!" 
"Do you think we should have potty trained the boy first?" 
From that point forward, they never complained about 'Bring your kid to work" day. 
G Q FI G U R E ! by Linda Thist le 
The idea of Go Figure is to arrive 
at the figures given at the bot-
tom and right-hand columns of 
the diagram by following the 
arithmetic signs in the order 
they are given (that Is, from left 
to right and top to bottom). Use 
only the numbers below the 
1 diagram to complete its blank 
squares and use each of the 
nine numbers only once. 
DIFFICULTY: * * * 
* Moderate * * Difficult 
* * * GO FIGURE! 
$1,800 Per Month. 
7096 Modeling For lphone/ipod Acces-
sories $100 
1 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1012 "''19 FeatJl'N · ·1""CIUtO. rll:. 
7124 Sales Represenlat1Ve 
7123 Editor Ii $37,000-$38,500 
7121 Nanny negotiable 
"Wow! Looks like those 
'Baby Einstein' DVD's really 
work!" 
'i1.Goo, goo ga, ga! Oh who's 
the cute little baby?! Goo 
goo, yoou! Oh, yes you 
aarrre! 
4187 Nyla's Chevron 
7117 Front Desk Clerk $7.25/HR 
3284 Personal Assistant 9.5/hour 
7125 Daycare Shift Lead 7.25 7092 Qa Software Developeriorem Ut 
Commensurate 
7100 Ranch Mechanic Depends on Expe-
rience 
7093 Swim Teacher 8.25 
7119 Stylist commission 
7113 Detailing Assistant $8-10/hour 
6906 A Solar Appointment Setter This 
Summer 60K This Summer 
5098 Wait Staff hourly + tips 
5122 Cna1caregiver $250-910/per month 
5221 Production Worker 7.50 or 8.50 
7130 Technical Support / Production DOE 
7131 Wildltte Technician/ Idaho $12.31/ 
7090 Financial Analyst I Intern Open 
7053 Gorund Maitenance 8.00, plus mil· 
age 
0676 Warehouse Worker $9.50/hr 
7108 Machine Operator negotiable 
7107 Programmer draftsman negotiable 
7106 Part Time Legal Secretary 7.50 
7102 Temporary Work ... 2 Week Assign-
ment $9.00 · $9.50 
7104 Customer Service:sales Callcenler 
$10-$30hr 
7103 Salesman $8· $12 
7101 Cleanspecialist $10/hr based on 
bonuses 
0013 Graveyard Cashier 
7105 Motor Pacer $10- $15 / hour 
7114 Logan River Concessions & Ban· 
quets 8.00 hour 
7112 Banquet Servers Brigham City $8.00 
hour 
7111 Customer Service Representative 
7115 Furniture Builder 
7109 Sales Representalive Avg rep earns 
$40 an hour 
0522 Yard Work $8/hr. 
7004 Work At Home Summer Job secre-
tary 7.50-8.50 
7116 Sales Representative 10% Commis-
sion 
7120 Landscape Maintenance $10/hr 
7129 Tree Trimmer I Yard Care 10.00 
7128 Dog Trainer Seeks Apprentice 100 
/ dog 
7118 Nanny 
7127 Pruner $10 
7126 Landscape Construction Foreman 






Gone (PG-131 Ghost Rider: 
7:15 &9:20 Split of Vengeance 
We Bought a Zoo 
f'G-13) 6:00 & 7:30 
Sat Mat 11 :50 & 2:30 
f'G) 4:00, 7:00 & 9'.30 






(PG) 4:30 & us Alvin and the 
Sat Mat 12:00 & 2:211 Chipmunks: 
Woman In Black 
Chlpwrecked 
(G) 4:15 
(PG-13) 8:50 Sat Mat 11 :40 & 2:00 
4950 Support Engineer 10.50 hour 
---- Super Crossword _ r_e_A P_A_Rrv_ 
ACROSS 56 '1-lowards 107=ow non 41 Owoghl's 82 Sitarist 
1Cleanthe - 'f92 :fF:.i,~ compe\,tor -· decks film) 10!1 The Sicy . •• SO Coy oC M'C!y -5 -Portnoy• 57 Had a ,mes? mo. cistreu RMM"f55 
Comp1anr hunch 110 Begi .... ng 7 Allfflhoeu 5 1 i..aiar. .. ~, 
lulhot ~.=-i 111~,..,,..,.,. ll'om>e< Luis,. 
141/1/oe 11m~· Coog 58Romove a Libe!tado( 





1I - KO$hna 64G9"""' 
,_ 
595"""- 1D0-bran 
19 Neut~ tone ct,em;st 115 Starts a 10 Loewe's Marie.Ml 102 Trac. 
20 Manttest Otto lawn lynost S1Pangot,n'I 10.C ~"8;. !',;., 
21 Pomtlen "Hound Of 111:or 11 - deco mo<HI 
22 Whal the ,.,.._, 12 Pendl - '3 Clutch Atny 
TlvM 67 Folbd 120 Rafe, (to) 13 Sun screen ·- 105 Teadl Stoogn 68 Outt""8 122 - po,m 14Fim ~Poaesaed 108 KtlaUN for drank 72 On theball 125 What Lech 15 Gangster's 65 Citnd one 24 Wt\at Yo-Yo 74Wha1 F. LN wa- 15~~-- cooler 112 Court cry Ma drank Baile)' <hank 17 DMI choice 113 Teachers' 
26- pole drank 129Whal Step .. Kr,d ol org. 
77 "Amencan 71 e,now G,ego, Beyond' ctup 11s·0oe. - .a 
Poe' slngot 79 Longed to, 
..,_
11 su,ger HMalott lam810 
21 0,e,S,hoa 11 Addren d,ank Clin1 rooMY 117 Rap,en :~,:.~ ebl>r m¥:~":t.. 20Sl>per,lae 70 - tnp 119Formony, 82E- 23 p:1:s"ronai 71 Sleep lomw!1y ..... U Trag,elate """' Sligo 121 Perlman ol 34 Brahman or 85Wt18.t'I 134 Penn&yl- 25 PAiiey -• 73 Roman -a-..· 
tamo between vania port 2S Endured fount.am 123·-
31 Broodway Serena and 135 Atty •to-be'a 31 Paul of "A 75HMumor ---.... ., Marona or<!Oal Man tor All n ~r!.'1:t m~~mg 41 Vulgar 16 Bat wood 136 s-ol Season&" 
'3 He ml)' 87 - dover Wings• 33 SU>'Oh or n-Cla1re, wood 
woo ewe 90 Pad<:He 137 Guam, lor King Wl 125 Shorten a 
45 Conoe,n,ing 83 Siren on1: abbr 35 Punla OOI - ao , :- . .,,.., stat 
"Whit t5StNl 131 Homed 36Accress moi" 12SHoraban 
Sa,qualeh .... ppon _.. Anna '3Welll creaoon 
d,.nk 97 Mynads ol 139Actrns 37 Wanyone C,U\U/11$ 127 Resea'Oh 
49What moo,,s "-""""" 38 F1oc:k o· 16 In pilJCN 
,.,. 
au- 91-Jni• docs 87Feaars 121 ideologuo'I 
Vtclone 101 WhatllUC DOWN 39Wo~HS afl.emawe IUfltx 
drank Newton I "Ouoetr 40&":'9 ea City nea, 130 Tear 5201dahoma drat\< 25< .. P,oyo 131 Oemo1tlhed 
City 103 Whal ..... nc1 '2 - -<!e- 8'I Produced a --53Buth11 .... ..,,., 8 Singer camp cryp<ogram 
ctt1n11 shop Stewart Gulhne 44 He<dwo«I 110 Eye 
54 Explo,t drank 4 ·so. 47 lnlerttala 
91~ 55 Cruc,ftJ; 10& Reside pllonomo- ... 
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Today's Issue 
Today is Wednesday, 
April 4, 2012. Today*s 
issue of The Utah 
Statesman 1s dedicated 
to Laura Petersen, a 
speech language pathol-
ogy major from Kearns 
Utah. 
· Almanac 


















►) Research Week- All Day 
►) Stuffed Animal Drive-All Day 
►) Entrepreneurship Club free Breakfast-8 
a.m. BUS Lobby 
►) BFA Exhibition- Noon to 4 p.m. FAC 102 
►) D. Wynne Thorne Lecture- 11:30 to 12:30 
p.m. Agricultural Sciences Building 101 




►) Research Week- All Day 
►) Stuffed Animal Drive-All Day 
►) Entrepreneurship Club free Breakfast-8 
a.m. BUS Lobby 
►) BFA Exhibition- Noon to 4 p.m. FAC 102 
►) Stress and Anxiety Management and Self 
Care- 9 to 10:30 a.m. TSC 310 
►) Alcohol Screening- 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. TSC 
Ballroom 
►) USU Meditation Club- Noon to l p.m. 
TSC335 
►) BFA Exhibition Opening Reception-6 to 8 
p.m. FAC 102 
►) Big Band Swing Club-7 p.m. HPER 215 




►) Research Week- All Day 
►) Stuffed Animal Drive-All Day 
►) Entrepreneurship Club free Breakfast-8 
a.m. BUS Lobby 
►) BFA Exhibition- Noon to 4 p.m. FAC 102 
►) Intermountain Graduate Research 
Symposium-8 to Noon TSC International 
Lounge 
►) NSF Opportunities- 9 to 10 a.m. Haight 
Alumni Center 
►) STEM Session- 10 to 11 a.m. Haight 
Alumni Center 
►) Right- I Left-Brain Experience-11:30 to 
2:30 p.m. Kent Concert Hall 
►) Research Scholars Forum-Noon to 1:30 
p.m. Haight Alumni Center 
►) Evening in Brazil- 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. The 
Performance Hall 
USU Last Lecture 
Since 1976, USU Honors 
students have selected a 
professor who has made a 
memorable impact on the 
university. This year, the Utah 
State University Honors 
Program presents: Dr. John 
C. Allen, Dean, College of 
Humanities and Social Sciences, 
professor of sociology. Dean 
Allen's Last Lecture, "The 
Role of Community in a Civil 
Society." Join us on Wednesday, 
April 4, from 2:30-3:30 p.m. in 
the TSC West Ballroom. Free 
and open to the public. 
Accounting Information 
Session on Wednesday, Apr 
04 - 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. Learn 
about the many opportunities 
available with an accounting 
degree. The Quigley 
Ambassadors will discuss 
the accounting major, career 
opportunities, dubs and more. 
Refreshments will be served. All 
interested students are invited 
to attend. 
The CPD's faculty fellows 
are people from outside the 
CPD who help continue its 
mission to improve the lives 
of people with disabilities 
and their families. We will 
honor them in a reception on 
Wednesday, April 4, 2012 from 
3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in CPD Room 
173. Light refreshments will be 
served. 
Common Ground is going 
canoeing on Wednesday, April 
4 at 4 p.m. Common Ground 
takes weekly canoeing trips to 
Benson Marina or First Dam 
up Logan Canyon. Activity 
fee is $3. Common Ground is 
a non-profit organization that 
provides outdoor recreation 
for people with disabilities. To 
sign up for this activity as a 
participant or volunteer, request 
transportation or to learn about 
other activities, call 713-0288. 
Nature Night 4.7 p.m. 
Stokes Nature Center 2696 
East Highway 89 Logan 
You Need to Know: 
Canyon, UT. Join Stokes Nature 
Center on the first Wednesday of 
every month for family-friendly 
nature fun! We'll keep our doors 
open late and provide a chance 
to explore and learn with a 
different theme each month. 
Activities are ongoing,.drop in 
anytime. All ages are welcome. 
'90s dance free to all 
students on Wednesday, Apr 
04 - 8:30 to Noon. The '80s are 
out, the '90s in! Come Enjoy 
free food and games while 
you jam out to the music of 
our childhood. Prizes will be 
awarded to the best dressed 
dancers! The Alumni House is 
in between Old Main and the 
TLC...just follow the music. 
Entrepreneurship Week 
Student Business Expo, 
BMX Entertainment, and 
Raffle Friday, Apr 06 - 11 to 
3 p.m. Grab some cheap food 
and check out student and 
community businesses at 
the Entrepreneurship Week 
Business Expo. Make sure to 
bring your passport to exchange 
for raffle tickets and enter for a 
chance to win $2,000 in prizes. 
Prizes include an iPad 3, GoPro 
camera, gift cards, and more. 
Elevator Pitch and 72-liour 
Competition winners will be 
announced at 2 p.m. Raffle prize 
winners will be drawn shortly 
after. 
The Access and Diversity 
it soliciting nominations for 
our Diversity Awards. You 
can view the award categories 
and nomination requirements 
on the Access and Diversity 
website. Please mail 
nominations to the Access and 
Diversity Center, TSC Room 315 
Attention: Lori Wood or email 
lori.wood@aggiemail.usu.edu. 
Nominations dates are March 
21-April 7, 2012. Awarded 
candidates will be recognized 
during the Access and Diversity 
Awards Dinner on April 28, 
2012 in the TSC Ballroom. 
•you BUILT THIS CITY ON 
ROCK AND ROLL, BUT YOU PROBASL Y 
SHOULD HAVE USED CONCRETE.• 
More Calendar and FYI 
listings, Interactive 




910 N. Main St. 
435-755-9700 
Mon-Thurs 11 am - 11 pm 
Fri & Sat 11 am - Midnight 
Closed Sunday 
Better lngrediellts~ 
















ANY LARGE PIZZA 
(including our specialty pizzas) 
only$} 0 • OO'each 
(ONLINE CODE: lOUSU) 
MUST MENTION OFFER WHEN PLACING ORDER. Offer good for a limited 
time at the Logan IJtoft only. No double toppings or extra cheese. Additional 
toppbap may be escluded from •pecial offer pizzas or require addtional 
charge. Not valid with aay other coupoDS or cliscollllts. Limited delivery area. 
Delivery fee may apply. C1UJtomer responsible for all applicable taxes. 
ORDER ONLINE @ papajohns.com 





























· Ask-about our 
·- LARGE 
order discounts! 
